USS GENEVA MISSION TRANSCRIPT – 10212.20

Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=Resume Mission=/\==/\==/\=
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE SLIGHTLY LESS THAN WHOLE USS GENEVA IS CURRENTLY HEADED AWAY FROM THE BATTLE AT YRINGALLA, MINUS ONE ‘AMBASSADOR,’ AND MINUS ONE BRIDGE MODULE
FCO_Lewis says:
::Is sitting at "helm," navigating the ship back to SB 245...::
CNS_Bauer says:
::At Science station with Goliath laying down by his feet::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Sitting in his office down in Main Engineering::
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE CAPTAIN IS CURRENTLY OFF DUTY, HAVING BARELY SURVIVED THE ORDEAL
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: CURRENTLY, SANS BRIDGE MODULE, THE SHIP IS BEING RUN FROM MAIN ENGINEERING, WITH A FEW 'MODIFICATIONS'
XO_Shras says:
::standing in the middle of engineering, not exactly sure were he is to sit ::
CEO_Stricker says:
::Walks out of his office:: XO: Hello Commander sir...
CNS_Bauer says:
::Scanning area::
XO_Shras says:
CEO: Hi Commander
Host Bob_SM says:
ACTION: THE REMAINDER OFTHE FEDERATION FLEET IS AT YRINGALLA, DEALING WITH THE OTHER ENTITY, NOW THAT THE LISTENER HAS BEEN 'TERMINATED'
XO_Shras says:
FCO: ETA?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Begins to run a series of diagnostics as to integrity of the hull, shield power, engine output etc. ::
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: I’m sorry this place does not have much furnishing, but I could get some engineers to bring in a few things sir?
XO_Shras says:
CEO: I am just wondering were the most central place could be without being in the middle of the corridor with engineers running all around me..
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Well we are at the main console section hopefully if some grease monkey’s fly by us sir they wont run into us in a comical matter. ::Smiles:: Although...
FCO_Lewis says:
XO: At current speed, about four days, sir.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Counselor, can you follow me
XO_Shras says:
CEO: Commander you have the brid..., command center
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: So, sir... I thin we should get started.
FCO_Lewis says:
Any: I'm off soon, anyone wanna grab dinner?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Aye Sir. ::Follows Commander with Goliath close behind::
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Thank you sir... any order sir?
CNS_Bauer says:
::Catches up to Commander Shras:: XO: What's up, Sir?
XO_Shras says:
CEO: Keep us on course, keep us in one piece, and contact me if anything unusual happens
CEO_Stricker says:
XO: Aye, aye sir!
XO_Shras says:
:: walks out of engineering, followed by the CNS ::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: I'd like us to go to your office
CNS_Bauer says:
::Looks at CEO as he is given orders then join Cmdr. Shras::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Very well, I hope it's presentable::
FCO_Lewis says:
::Sighs.::
XO_Shras says:
:: enters the turbolift :: TL: Counselor Bauer office
CNS_Bauer says:
::Rides with Cmdr. to deck 6::
XO_Shras says:
:: gets out of turbolift, walks the corridor and stand in front of the CNS's office door for the Counselor to open it ::
FCO_Lewis says:
Any: I'm going to be in Holodeck one, if you need me. ::Signals a JO to take the helm.::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Is the Captain all right? Is she resting? ::Arrives at Office Doors open and gestures Shras to enter first::
FCO_Lewis says:
::Exits ENG, and heads to HD one.::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: She needs rest but she is out of any danger :: enters the office ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Follows and motions Goliath to his corner::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Please sit. ::Shows him a chair:: XO: Can I get you something to drink, perhaps?
FCO_Lewis says:
::Arrives at the Holodeck, he brings up his library on the panel, and looks for a program.::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Not for now thanks you :: sits in the chair ::
XO_Shras says:
:: waits for the CNS to sit ::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Ok ::Sits himself::
FCO_Lewis says:
Self: Flight simulator, advanced... Sounds fun.
CNS_Bauer says:
CNS: So, what's up?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Remind me, for how long have you been on the Geneva?
CNS_Bauer says:
CNS: Almost a year. Why?
FCO_Lewis says:
Computer: Engage Lewis five. ::The door opens to a Class 2 shuttle, he sits down at the helm.::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Then you never knew Commander Tran did you?
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: No, I did not.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: In a way her story is the cause of my problem, in a way...
FCO_Lewis says:
Computer: Start the simulation. :: The blue screen changes into space, with a massive asteroid belt, he moves the shuttle in closer.::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Was she part of the Geneva crew?
ATO_Ket`Chup says:
::Is strolling through the corridors, towards Main Engineering:: 
OPS_Cailand says:
::lies on the biobed in sickbay, keeping her eyes closed.... but senses.. "open"::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: She was a senior officer on the beginning but rapidly made it to the position of executive officer...
XO_Shras says:
CNS: at the end she was first officer and I was chief Science officer and second officer...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Sounds like she was an excellent officer. I take it you thought rather highly of her?
ATO_Ket`Chup says:
::Pauses:: Self: They can handle it down there... can't they ??
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Everyone on the ship was honored to serve with her, she was the kind of officer anyone would follow blindlessly anywhere
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Walks over to the OPS officers bed and begins a scan::
OPS_Cailand says:
::refrains from raising an eyebrow, and merely senses the presence of someone.... an MO.... Orik.... even though her mind is like one raw nerve....::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I wish I had known her. So, you mentioned a "problem"?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Well that story could have ended with a happy ending, but as you might suspect it did not, Commander Tran died in mission...
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Notes her condition and considers preparing a mild sedative::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I'm sorry. How did it happen?
OPS_Cailand says:
::mumbles something::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: The details are not important for my problem, but I can tell you that she did it on duty, dieing like she lived, for her crewmates. She was on an away team send to recover an imprisoned officer. Unfortunately she could not be beamed back in time to save her...
Host AMO_Orik says:
OPS: No need keeping your eyes shut like that... unless you don't want to see me.  :smiles a bit as he prepares the Hypospray::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: That incident seems to have affected you deeply
OPS_Cailand says:
::growls slightly, but doesn't want to raise her voice much.....:: AMO: My pupils are fully dilated......::avoids a curse word, though her voice is hoarse and quite soft.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: It had but what happened next did most...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: What was that?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: The arrival on the ship of Commander Eden
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: The Captain? Why?
Host AMO_Orik says:
OPS: Ahhhh, yes.  Computer: reduce lighting by 50%.  ::Injects the contents of the Hypo into Raine... it is a mental suppressant::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: You must understand, after being under the command of such an officer as Commander Tran it was difficult to many to accept Commander Eden at her place...
OPS_Cailand says:
::starts to cry out as he presses it to her neck, eyes opening wide, she gets out three words before her upper torso convulses....:: AMO: No...please.. don't...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Yes, I guess that's normal. There is a period of loss after a familiar part of your life is gone.  So, how did you accept the new Commander?
OPS_Cailand says:
::loses complete consciousness.......::
Host AMO_Orik says:
Self:  Well, that worked far better than I thought it would... ::Scans her once again to try to determine why the drug had this drastic an effect, and if he needed to administer a counter-agent::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: I never did.... I never could trust her like I should have. It got worse after Captain Tucker had to leave the ship for some obscure reasons. I found myself as executive officer under a captain I am unable to dedicate myself to.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: If you were on the bridge when we were combating the Yringalla and the Listener you have observed in what it resulted...
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Sees that there is no danger at this point and smiles again::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Captain Tucker was a hard act to follow.  I believe Captain Eden feels that too.  I heard the conversation. You both had a serious difference of opinion but that is good we need to know all options and theories.
XO_Shras says:
CNS: I openly defied her orders, or what I call a lack of orders, I was openly undermining her authority...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: And it's tough when a superior officer goes against your ideas.. or doesn't want to listen ::Thinking of recent personal event with Eden::
OPS_Cailand says:
::once again, Raine is lost in the confusion of her mind, as her metabolism, heart rate and respiration rate suddenly slow dramatically..... her fever begins rising a bit, steadily, as though she were infected.::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: My position as first officer is to support the Captain, offer her alternative, and defend her decision before the senior officers...
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: It was a tense time for all of us.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: And you did all that.
CNS_Bauer says:
You, in the end did as ordered but gave your opinions and ideas we all were throwing out ideas and theories.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Do you feel you failed at your duty?
XO_Shras says:
CNS: I only think that my difficulties with Captain Eden got to a point in the tense situation were it could have seriously endangered the ship...
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Notes the drop in consciousness... not what he expected but at least he... err his patient isn't in physical pain::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: What would say to a session between you, the Captain and myself. Perhaps things need saying at this point before they have had to long to fester.
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Almost laughs out loud at the thought he just about finished... at least he didn't have to put up with her::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I think you're stressing due to tension; go relax and clear your head. 
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Maybe that is the only way out of this situation...
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Hopefully we all get some leave time in a few days, which will do some good
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Continues with his work, quite pleased with himself::
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: Then I'll set it up. For now R & R. OK? That's an official prescription.
OPS_Cailand says:
::her upper torso convulses once more, then her body relaxes as she flat lines.... and alarms go of....etc., etc.....::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Yes sir!
CNS_Bauer says:
:: Smiles ::
XO_Shras says:
:: smiles and get up ::
XO_Shras says:
CNS: Thanks for your time counselor
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: I think we all did great today, Sir. Really, I do.
CNS_Bauer says:
XO: So long Sir.
XO_Shras says:
:: leaves the counselor office ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Stands and watches Shras exit::
Host AMO_Orik says:
::Rushes over to the patient and administer a stimulant... allowing the biobed to do it's work in restoring her heartbeat::
XO_Shras says:
:: returns to his office, near the missing bridge ::
CNS_Bauer says:
::Goes into quarters next door, followed by Goliath:: GOLIATH: Come on boy, let's eat something.
Host Bob_SM says:
=/\==/\==/\=END MISSION=/\==/\==/\=
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